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EXPEDITIONS 
l-IINDU KusH 

Osterreichische Hindukusch-Kundfahrt, I967. 
TIRICH MIR, 7700 m. 1,hird ascent, August 19, I967. K. Diemberger, 

M. l{ondo (Japan). By a route in part new, up to grade V. 1\vo high 
camps required above the Base Camp at 6 500 m. 

TIRICH WEST IV, c. 7300 m. First ascent, August 6, I967. K. 
Dietnberger, D. Proske. By the difficult North face (up to l\7). Three 
camps above the Base Camp at 5900 m. 

OBAISUM ZoM, 7070 m. First ascent, July 10, 1967. 1{. Diemberger, 
1{. Lapuch. One high camp; up to Ill. Base Camp, 5 Ioo m. 

PYRAMID (Pt. 6778 m.). Second ascent, August I4, I967. K. Diem
berger, M. Kondo, D. Proske. 

GHUL LASIIT ZoM Sun, c. 64oo m. First ascent, July 20, rg67. K. 
Diemberger, D. Proske. One high camp. I had previously attempted 
this peak in I965 with H. Handler and F. Lindner, but had to give up 
O\ving to a heavy fall of snow. 

AcHAR ZoM 11, 63oo m. Second ascent, August I I, 1967. K. Diem
berger,- Nishina, - Takahashi (Japan). 

ANOGOL ZoM, c. 6ooo m. First ascent, July 23, I967. 1{. Dicmberger, 
D. Proske. For the first time skis were used on the Tirich glacier. I 
descended from 5500 m. to 4900 m. Any extensive use of them on this 
glacier was prevented by several miles \vide snow fields of nieves penitentes 
which did not exist in r 96 5 O\ving to the bad \veather (in I 967 there \Vas 
very fine weather). 

Reconnaissance of the Ano Gol. We reached the two saddles north
north-east and south of Anogol Zom, both about 56oo m., and examined 
the possibilities of crossing to the Upper and Lower Gazikistan glaciers. 
Our conclusions \Vere: 

r. Though at the moment rather difficult, the passage is possible. We 
discovered a far more favourable possibility of crossing to Gazikistan by 
the South ridge of Anogol Zom and thence descending to the Lower 
Gazikistan glacier by a spur falling westwards from the ridge at about 
s8oo m. 
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2 . ,_fhe nameless glacier in the broad basin north of the Ghul Lasht 
Zom group flows vvestwards towards the Lower Gazikistan valley for only 
a short portion presumably about one quarter of its total ice quantity; 
the main stream flows eastwards by way of the Ano Gol to the Tirich 
glacier. The supposed ridge between Anogol Zom and Ghul Lasht 
Zom Ost, which would prevent this and \vhich is marked on the maps, 
does not exist. 

We also made the first traverse from the Tirich Gol to the Lower 
Gazikistan glacier and a reconnaissance to the Upper Gazikistan glacier. 
According to the local inhabitants' tales, a route formerly existed from 
Afghanistan to the Tirich Gol by way of the Upper Gazikistan glacier, 
but from our observations we consider this rather doubtful,1 in any case 
under the conditions now prevailing. The terrain must have altered very 
appreciably for such a passage to have existed. Nevertheless, the 
possibility of a very ancient passage cannot be altogether ruled out, though 
we doubt about the horses coming over it! 

We also made the first complete circuit of the Tirich Mir massif, a 
journey of sixteen days, by the following route: Shagrom-Tirich glacier
Anogol Zom (to sBoo m.)- Lower Gazikistan- Arkari Valley- Oihor Pass 
(c. 3500 m.)-Oihor Valley- Owir Pass (c. 4300 m.)-Barum- Loth Zom 
(4750 m.)- Atak- Shagrom. On this tour in in the Tirich glacier basin 
and on the peaks about there, I collected further geological samples, and 
did other work in this field, for my wife's geological work in the region2 

which she started in I 96 5, when she was there, in collaboration with the 
University of Milan. 

KURT DIEMBERGER. 

Central Afghan Hindu Kush3 

D. Scott and R. Gillies of the Midlands Hindu Kush expedition4 

made the seventh ascent, and the first by the South face, of Koh-e
Bandaka, 67 52 m., on July I o, I 967. A few days earlier a Japanese party 
had made the sixth ascent by way of the West ridge. These two expedi
tions also made the fourth and fifth ascents of Koh-e-Ka-Safed, 6192 m., 
in the same area. 

The Midlands expedition climbed Mir Samir, s8o9 m., by the West 
face (fifth ascent) and made about seven first ascents in the Darrah-i
Shahran area, including the South-west peak of Koh-i-Sisgeikh (Koh-i
Shahran, c. 6ooo m.). This was climbed by the South-south-east 

J. They say that once upon a time people can1e w·ith horses from Afghanistan 
to the Tirich Gol over this passage. 

2 Frau Diemberger, it may be mentioned, is a Doctor of Geology. D.F.O.D. 
3 We are indebted to Herr Wolfgang Frey and Mr. Scott for this information. 
4 The members were : D. Scott (leader), W. Cheverst (deputy-leader), J. 

Fleming, R. Gillies, R. Ilolmes, G. }ones, G. Lee, B. Palmer, R. Stroud, M. 
Terry, K. Vickers and T. Watts. Unhappily, John Fleming was lost, presumed 
drowned in the Panjshir River, while the party was in the Pagar valley . 

• 
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couloir from the Sui gal glacier on July 27 by Scott and Watts. The 
second ascent was made on August 10 by A. Bonomi and L. Ratto of an 
Italian expedition by the ice-couloir of the North-west face from the 
D arrah-i-Shah ran. 

The Midlands expedition have published a full report of their activities, 
with plentiful sketch-maps and photographs, and a history of climbing 
in the area; it is available, price 16s. 6d., from: D. K. Scott, Esq., 16 
Oak dale Drive, Chilwell, Nottinghamshire. 

In the Anjuman-Munjan area two members of a Japanese expedition 
from Hiroshima University made the first ascent of Koh-i-Yajun 
(6024 m., earlier known as' P Y ')near the headwaters of the Abi Valley. 

NORTH AMERICA 
MouNT LOGAN. In July, 1967, I led a new route on Canada's highest 

mountain, Will Harrison and I making our way up the heavily corniced 
East- south-east ridge of Mount Logan. Meanwhile, Alex Bitten binder, 
Dave Shaw and Ed Ward relayed supplies up the well-known East 
ridge. Meeting at I 5, ooo ft . we proceeded in the course of a week to 
traverse the Logan massif by its long east- west axis, climbing five of the 
highest peaks and making, on July 19, the centennial year's only ascent 
of the Central Peak, 19,8 so ft., the twelfth since it was first climbed in 
1925.5 

J. V. HOEMAN. 

MouNT McKINLEY. The worst accident in American mountaineer
ing history occurred on Mount McKinley last summer. A party of six 
(F. J. Clark, H. C. Janes, D. M. Luchterhand, R. M. McLaughlin, J. R. 
Russell, and W. W. Taylor) reported their successful ascent by radio 
from the summit, 20,320 ft., on July 18. The entire party perished in a 
storm before being able to reach their high camp at 17 ,goo ft. on the 
Harper glacier, where a seventh climber also succumbed when his 
companions failed to return. This was the forty-eighth ascent of the 
mountain. 

In August I led a search party to the area, reaching the summit on the 
27th (fifty-second ascent and the latest to be made in any year), but 
failed to find any bodies in the deep new snow. 

J. V. HOEMAN. 

TETONS. T. Burnell and J. Evans (U. S .A.) did the third ascent of the 
Diamond on the East face of Longs Peak, with two bivouacs. The climb 
is nearly all artificial, and there was nothing in the face except four bolts. 

MouNT AsSINIBOINE, North face. First ascent, c. July 22- 23, 1967. 
Yvon Chouinard, Joe Faint and Chris Jones. Standard: T.D. with 

5 See A .J. 39. 1. 
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pitches of V. Length: c. 2500 ft. Climbing time about eleven hours. 
Average angle about 45°, with steeper sections. A fine climb on a lovely 
mountain in a superb setting. (Article p. 64.) 

MouNT EDITH CAVELL, North face, to East sumtnit. First ascent, 
c. July 31- August I, 1967. ame party. Standard : E.D. Length: 
c. 4000 ft. Climbing time about twenty hours. The North face, below 
the East summit, has a snow patch some 1ooo ft. up. The route begins 
in shattered yellow rock to the right of the snow patch, almost directly 
below the summit. Mter about 200ft. traverse left and begin the first 
difficulties, a crack system (VI). Follow up a series of chimneys and 
cracks, on generally excellent rock, which lead, in about 1200 ft., to a 
ledge system and good bivouac sites, with snow and possibly a small 
waterfall to the right. This is the only acceptable bivouac position on the 
whole climb, and, desirable to reach it on the evening of the first day, 
after a mid-afternoon start. From the ledges go left about 100ft. and up 
easier angled rock and then a snovv slope to the foot of the rib, at approxi
mately half the height of the face. Here the angle increases considerably. 
Stay on the rib as much as possible and do not traverse left into an icy 
scoop when the wall above steepens. The climbing is on steep sound 
rock and quite delightful. Depending on conditions, one may encounter 
ice on the ledges and holds some I soo ft. from the summit, with connect
ing snow ridges and short ice pitches. The character changes and is 
predominantly mixed climbing, with a small summit cornice at the top. 
(Article p. 66.) 

SOUTH AIVIERICA 

CoLOMBIA. A Japanese expedition from the University of Shizuoka, 
led by T . Tsuchi, visited the Santa Marta range and operated in the 
same area as the Pittsburgh r g6 5 expedition6 ; the Japanese climbed 
the same peaks as the Americans climbed two years previously (Nieve de 
Naboba, El Profesor, Nueva Vista) as well as the higher peaks of the 
range, Pico Colon, Pico Bolivar, both usually listed as 18,947 ft. high, 
and Pico Simmons. New ascents were also made on the rock ridges west 
of the peaks climbed by the Americans, as \Yell as on some ridges connect
ing the higher peaks with their lesser neighbours to the north and west. 
These new peaks were 'Tesero ', over 17,ooo ft., a point 17,815 ft. high 
between Pico Simmons and Pico Bolivar, and some thirteen other peaks 
averaging 16,3oo ft. 

ARGENTINA. Another Japanese ascent of the South face of Acon
cagua is reported. A five man group of the Tokyo Midori Alpine Club, 

6 SeeA.J.JI, 137. 
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led by M. Tatsuta, climbed the face on February I I, 1967, with three 
high camps and one bivouac at 22,000 ft., and descended by the Fitz
Gerald route. This is believed to be the fifth ascent of the South face. 

EVELIO ECHEVARRIA c. 

J oiNT BRITISH PATAGONIAN ExPEDITION, 1967- 8. As the Press 

recorded last January, this expedition, led by I an Clough, accomplished 
the first ascent of The Fortress, c. 1o,ooo ft., in the Cordillera del Paine, 
Patagonia on January 5, 1968. The party \vas a very strong one, and in 
addition to Clough included Derek Walker, headmaster of the English 
school in Punta Arenas, David Nicol, Gordon Hibberd, Chris. J ackson, 
John Gregory and, last but not least, Mrs. ( iki) Clough. John Gregory 
and Gordon Hibberd reached the summit. 

The expedition was designated a ' Joint 'one, as it was composed of 
members drawn from tvvo original parties, the Yorkshire Patagonian and 
the Glencoe Patagonian expeditions. Clough himself had been on the 
Towers of Paine expedition, 1962- 3 (A.J. 68. 179) and Derek Walker 
had been to the same group in 1959- 60 and in 1962- 63. 

The full account of the expedition must await a later Alpine Journal, 
but the ascent of the sooo ft. precipice of the Fortress is reported to have 
occupied five weeks, often in extreme vveather. Over 3000 ft. of rope 
and a great number of pegs, karabiners, etc. were used; three weeks 
later these still had to be retrieved, but the weather was too bad. The lack 
of this equipment, plus one tent high up on the mountain, hampered 
the party in attempting other peaks around the Fortress. They had 
enough gear to enable them to attempt the main Cuernos peak in the 
second half of January; this peak had been attempted in I 963 . Clough 
and others who had not reached the summit of the Fortress (after waiting 
some time to try and repeat the climb), tried the Cuernos peak but were 
driven back by bad weather. Unfortunately, Mrs. Clough, on the 
descent, had an ankle badly damaged by some large slabs or rocks, and 
it took about four days to get her down the 4000 ft . to their camp, whence 
she was evacuated by horseback to the nearest point where a landrover 
could take her on to an estancia, to be flown out to Punta Arenas. The 
others were intending to make a reconnaissance of the Cathedral, a very 
elegant peak behind the Paine Grande. Time permitting, they hope also 
to get their revenge on the main Cuernos summit; a Chilean party, led 
by Garcia, Shipton's companion in Patagonia, may be joining forces \vith 
them on the latter climb. 

An Italian expedition, led by Piero Nava, also had their eye on the 
Fortress; they arrived just before Clough's party climbed the mountain, 
but relations have been excellent and the Italians moved on to attack the 
Shield. 
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BRITISH CERRO ToRRE ExPEDITION. 1.,his very strong party, organised 
by Peter Crew, consisted of himself, Dougal Haston, Martin Boysen and 
Michael Burke. Peter Gillman was accompanying them to Base Camp. 

So far, news has been slight; by early January they had arrived and 
made a start, and had fixed 2000 ft. of rope up to the foot of the South-east 
ridge of the mountain. The Cordon Cerro Torre is part of the FitzRoy 
massif and Peter Crevv describes it as a 'fantastic area; like Chamonix 
Aiguilles but three times as big, and terrible weather'. 

The latest heard of them was that bad -vveather had forced them back 
to Base Camp, where they had about a month's supply of food left. 

ANTARCTICA 

Two members of Sir Edmund I-Iillary's expedition made the first 
ascent of Mount Herschel (11,475 ft.) on October 27, 1967. The ascent 
was repeated next day by another t\vo-man party. 

1\Iount Herschel is one of the highest summits of the Admiralty Range 
in Victoria Land and is situated not far from the ew Zealand- American 
I.G.Y. station at Cape Hallett. It was discovered and named by Sir 
James Ross's expedition in 1841. 

AFRICA 

MouNT KENYA. Many splendid new routes have been made on this 
mountain in recent years, particularly on the North face of Nelion, some 
of which were described by Robert Chambers in a symposium held at the 
Club on January 17, 1967. The purpose of this note in the light of two 
recent visits to the mountain is to draw attention to its attractions, one of 
\vhich is that it is not affected by the present currency restrictions. 

The Kenya Mountain Club is a flourishing institution which publishes 
its own bulletin, and those who are interested in recent climbing activities 
on the mountain should consult this. (Copies are in the A.C. library.) 

Circumstances dictated the season of the year for our visit in I 966. 
The normal, and easiest route to the summit, is in season between 
January and March. In August, when we visited the mountain, it is the 
climbs on the North side which are in best condition. One party, 
consisting of Kisoi Munyao, William Spcirs, Douglas Scott and myself, 
therefore chose the classic Firmin-Hicks route up the North buttress of 
Batian 7 as the main objective. This is quite a hard route, but is no\vherc 
of exceptional severity. It is all free climbing though pitons are there for 
security. The standard is of the order of IV to V grade. One has to 
remember, however, that the mountain is 17,058 ft. high; parties 
straight out from Britain nearly always feel the effects of the altitude 
\vhich makes the climbing seem harder than it really is. The average 

7 The face is sho\vn in illustration no. 71 of A.J. 69. 
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time for the Firmin-Hicks route is about five hours on the ascent and 
somewhat less on the descent. One has to move fast to avoid being 
benighted because on the equator there is only about twelve hours of 
daylight. 

It seems preferable to carry bivouac equipment over the mountain 
when attempting anything other than the ordinary route. I have twice 
spent nights out on the mountain. On the first occasion we were attempt
ing the West ridge and on the second the Firmin-Hicks route. On the 
latter, we made the mistake of leaving our bivouac equipment half way 
up the climb. In the event we got as far as Shipton's notch by about 
4 p.m. We were then faced with the alternatives of either finishing the 
climb and spending a night out on the summit ridge without adequate 
clothing and in poor weather, or beating a retreat. We chose the latter 
and only just got down to our selected bivouac site as darkness overtook 
us. Had we started from the Kami hut before dawn, been better acclima
tised, and carried our bivouac equipment with us all the way, we would 
undoubtedly have reached the top, for the serious climbing was over. 

For those resident in Kenya who are in good training, long week-end 
climbing on the mountain is a practical proposition. But for the visitor 
from Britain without knowledge of the ropes, it must always be some
thing of an expedition. The approach routes through the forests are 
arduous and transport must be arranged in advance; food, clothing and 
sleeping gear have to be carried up to the huts which are primitive and 
completely unequipped. Moreover, on almost any of the routes the 
standard is generally high. 

These features must make it all the more attractive for visitors from 
Britain however. And with increasing ease of travel I have little doubt 
that more of our members would find a visit to Kenya very well worth 
while. Quite apart from the excellent climbing to be had there, the 
country as a whole is most beautiful and interesting, and the people are 
friendly and welcoming. With an extra week an ascent of Kilimanjaro 
becomes a possibility and is a most rewarding experience. 

One of the pleasures of a visit to Kenya is a stay at the Norfolk Hotel, 
vvhich must be one of the most comfortable in the world. It is situated in 
the University quarter of Nairobi and is within easy access of the city. 
It has atmosphere, and in a somewhat different setting reminds one of the 
Monte Rosa in Zermatt. Its amenities are geared to the needs of 
mountaineers and those bent on safari. 

The principal expense of an expedition to Mount Kenya is the air fare 
(tourist return £281 in 1968). For those who may be interested, our 
total other costs for a 17-day holiday in 1966 were about £32 for transport 
for the party, and rather less than £zo a head on accommodation and 
food etc. 

CHARLES WARREN. 

7 
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Mount I{enya '¥as visited during the first half of September, 1967, by 
a small party of University of London Graduate members, comprising 
J. N. Burrows, J. C. Coote, M . Avis and H. Gair. 

The more interesting, but longer, route in from the east following the 
Chogoria was taken. This takes three days and twelve African porters 
were hired through the N aro Moru River Lodge, to carry the party's 
fortnight's food and gear. The possibility of meeting large game on this 
side of the mountain was markedly evident. 

The expedition based itself on Kami and Top hut, but unfortunately 
the weather was not particularly good and twice there were heavy falls of 
snow which reached below 14,500 ft. Ascents of Point Lenana and 
Point Thomson were made during this time and the South-east ridge of 
Point Lenana, including Coryndon,Delamere,and Macmillan Peaks. 

Only at the end of the fortnight were the main routes thought fit to 
climb and an ascent of the North face by the Firmin-Hicks route was 
made. The amphitheatre was reached in good time, but snow and ice 
from then on slowed us down so that the summit ridge was reached only 
after 9-!- hours. Forced with the choice of a bivouac on the summit of 
B·atian or in comparative comfort below the amphitheatre, the latter was 
chosen. 

J. N. BuRRows. 

Dauphine 

MEIJE, West face. D. Hadlum and A. Webster, August 8. 
MEIJE, South face. J. Alexander and I. Howell, July 30: Nat Alien and 

G. Smith, August r o. D. Hadlum and A. Webster did the direct route 
with direct finish on August I o in eight hours: the start of the direct 
finish was eventually found to the left of a big cave visible from the hut; 
the climbing was good with pitches of V- V sup. (Rep. Webster.) 

AIGUILLE DIBONA, South face, diedre Anglais. First ascent, Sep
tember. T. J ones and D . Wiggett. Standard: T.D. Length: c. soo ft. 
Technical description: roo ft. left of the South face direct is a parallel 
diedre. Follow slabs to a good ledge at the start of the diedre proper 
( 70 ft., IV). Climb the corner (peg) to the roof (peg). Traverse across on 
underpulls to the end (8o ft ., VI) . Thread belay. Continue up some 
overlapping slabs to just below the overhang (6o ft., V). Go up to the 

8 We are indebted to Colin Taylor, lion. Editor of the Alpine Climbing Group, 
for collating the bulk of this information. A more con1prehensive survey appears 
in the A. C. G .'s Alpine Cli1nbing, ·which is available from the Alpine Club and 
booksellers, price ss. 
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roof and traverse left to a little amphitheatre ( 120 ft., V sup.). The 
'Ramp' comes in here. Go straight up for r8o ft. to join the South face 
direct two pitches below the big terrace where the Boell route comes in 
from the right. (Rep. J ones.) 

Mont Blanc massif 

MoNT BLANC, Route Major. B. Chase and R. Roshnik in fifteen hours 
from the Col de la F ourche on July r 7. 

MONT BLANC, by the Peuterey ridge. July 19- 20. S. E. P. Nowill 
with Michel Vaucher. The Monzino hut was left at 1.30 a.m. on July 
r 9 and the V allot was attained at dusk on July 20, in storm conditions. 

Considerable difficulty was experienced in traversing the Freney 
glacier; later on, the snow on the Aiguille Blanche proved too dangerous 
(avalanche conditions) to cross on July 19, so a bivouac was installed on a 
narrow rock ledge before the snow ridge of the Blanche. The weather on 
the following morning looked stormy, but Vaucher decided to continue. 
Half way up the Grand Pili er d' Angle a blizzard started. Under 
worsening conditions we completed the Grand Pilier and then attacked 
the ridge and the last slopes, in heavy snow fall and white-out. The whole 
of this section proved to be in ice, and the twenty-seven subsequent 
belays off ice pitons proved a severe test for the leader, who described the 
climbing as harder, if less hazardous, than the ice-fields on the North 
face of the Eiger and representing, as he described it 'U ne tres gran de 
entreprise '. (The ice seems to have been the result of ten extremely hot 
days preceding July 19 which caused substantial melting every day, 
followed by frost at night.) Difficulties were then experienced in 
finding Mont Blanc after emerging at the Col Major in the storm. The 
newspapers reported that two other climbers who were caught in the 
same storm, were found frozen to death the next day on the Col Major. 
They had apparently done the Red Sentinel or the Major. 

Although now a classic route, devoid of major technical difficulty, the 
Peuterey must remain a serious enterprise, in view of the hazards of 
weather and the exposed nature of the finish. It is also a magnificently 
varied climb. Michel Vaucher led practically throughout. (Rep. N owill.) 

PoiNTE GuGLIERMINA, South face. D. Hadlum and A. Webster; 
G. Smith and Nat Alien. August 15. Nine hours. (Article, p. 53·) 

MoNT BLANC DU TACUL, Gervasutti pillar. l\1. Boysen and N. Est
court, July 12- 13, (Article p. ro.) L. Brown and J. Adams, July 28- 29. 

G. Jarvis and G. Homer, August 9 - 10. Nick Allen and H. Woodland, 
August. 

• 
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MoNT BLANC DU TACUL, Gervasutti couloir. Winter ascent by the 
right hand variant. M. Burke and D. Haston, February I. Bivouac 
under summit cornice. 

BRECHE DE LA BRENVA. M. Burke, B. Clark, J. Cleare and M. Koster
litz discovered a new route to this breche avoiding the couloir described 
in the English guide-book, which they considered to be a 'death-trap'. 

AIGUILLE DU MIDI, North face. First winter ascent of the spur to the 
right of the central spur by R. Baillie and B. Robertson in February, 1967 
with one bivouac. They climbed the couloir to the right of the spur and 
cut back onto this 'super-direct rib', which led to the plateau. 

AIGUILLE DU PLAN, North face. M. Kosterlitz and R. Keats. July 12. 

AIGUILLE DU PEIGNE, North-east face. New direct route, mainly 
artificial, by J. Fullalove and B. Robertson, August 19- 20. 

AIGUILLE DU DRu. G. Cramm and another climbed the Bonatti 
Pillar in July. 

Pie SANs NoM, North-west face. First ascent by M. Boysen and N. J. 
Estcourt, August 9- 10. (Article p. 14; technica] description A. J. 72. 
3 18.) 

-
GRANDES JoRASSES, Walker Spur. B. Bowker and D. Barton, July 

17- 18. T. Hurley and D. McDonald, July 31-August 1. J. Jarvis and 
E. Birch, end of August. 

GRANDES J ORASSES, central spur. Winter attempt by R. Baillie, M. 
Marcha1 (France) and B. Robertson, mid-February 1967. They reached 
the central snowfield on their second day on the face, but had to retreat 
in a storm, taking two more days to reach Chamonix. 

AIGUILLE DE TRIOLET, North face by Greloz-Roch route. B. Chase and 
R. Roshnik, July 12. 

AIGUILLE nu }ARDIN, central pillar of South face. First ascent August 
2- 3. E. Birch and J. Jordan. Standard: T .D. Length: 2100 ft. Technical 
description : Cross the rima ye about 200ft. right of the centre of the pillar. 
Traverse left in snow to a shallow chimney. Climb the chimney for 
70 ft. to a stance among blocks (IV). Step left and climb cracks and 
grooves for soo ft. to a stance at the foot of a diedre in the centre of the 
pillar. Climb chimney for soft. (IV) to a stance. C11mb the diedre for 
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I 10 ft. to a small stance on the left wall (VI). Continue up the diedre for 
I 10ft. to a stance on the right (V sup., peg). Climb the crack above the 
stance, move left at the top and up to the stance on the left (6oft., V sup.). 
Climb a chimney for 40 ft. to a large ledge on the crest of the pillar (Ill). 
Climb the shallow groove on the front of the pillar, steep at first, (go ft., 
V sup., AI). Go up a chimney to the top and step left for 8 ft. Climb a 
short wall and, with the aid of a peg, gain the steep wall on the left. 
Continue up a crack to a small stance in the groove (135ft., VI, two pegs). 
Ascend the corner above to a ledge on the right, and go up a crack to the 
top of the pillar (6oft., V, three pegs). (The party bivouacked half-way 
up this pitch on the first ascent, due to bad weather arriving.) Traverse 
the crest of the pillar to the foot of a large wall and descend diagonally for 
I 50ft. to a stance at the foot of a groove slanting left. Climb grooves and 
walls for 500 ft. to the crest of the ridge. With bad snow and ice this 
section seemed to be consistently V and VI (several pegs). Continue up 
the ridge as for Route I I 9 of the Guide V allot (South pillar). (Rep. Birch.) 

AIGUILLE DE LESCHAUX, North-east face. Probably third ascent (first 
without a bivouac), August 2. J. and P. Allison. Left Triolet hut 2 a.m., 
bergschrund 4 a.m. The glacier had not frozen but they followed rocks 
showing through on the left of the ice-field. At the top it was possible to 
cut diagonally right across steeper, water-ice. The first diedre mentioned 
in the English guide description cannot be seen from the ice and they 
went up for soo ft. too far to the left, abseiling 300 ft. down to the right 
when they finally saw the diedre. There was a lot of loose rock up to the 
di edre and it would be dangerous to be too far left later in the day when 
the stone-fall there and on the ice-field is considerable. Above the 
diedre the route-finding was easy with some very fine, steep, free 
climbing (tending to be undergraded), including two outstanding long 
pitches. Half the pegs were in place; no more were left behind and nuts 
were used for aid instead of pegs whenever possible. P. Allison fell 20 ft. 
when one of Cassin's original pegs came out. There were only ten 
minutes of Ill from the breche to the summit (4 p.m.). Courmayeur 
8.30 p.m. just as the storm which had been threatening all day, broke. 
They thought the route was certainly worth doing, though it had more 
dangerous loose rock and stone-fall than most in the area. The rock
climbing was about as hard as that on the East face of the Capucin and the 
route similar in character to the East face direct of the Zinal Rothorn. 
(Based on report by P. Allison.) 

Valais 
MATTERHORN, North face. Third winter ascent of Schmid route, 

February I2- I4, 1967. M. Burke and D. Haston. (Article p. 43.) 
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Dolornites 
BRENTA, 'fHIRD PEAK OF THE FRACINGLO. Second ascent of the 

Farfalla route, July 23, by J. Alexander and I. Howells. (The first ascent 
of this bolt route was made by C. Maestri on July r6-zo, 1967.) 

CROZZON DI BRENTA, Guides' route. J. Alexander and I. Howells, 
July 25. 

· RonA DI VAEL, South-west face. Fourth ascent of Schrott-Abram 
route by E. J ones and M. Coffey in July in sixteen hours. (The first 
ascent was made in May, 1967. It is reputed to be the hardest route on 
the mountain and follows the big diedre on the left of the Maestri route.) 

CrvETTA, ToRRE DI VALGRANDE, North ridge. First ascent, August 
13- 15, by J. Fullalove and B. Robertson, using fifteen expansion bolts 
and ninety American pegs. 

CrvETTA, Philipp-Flamm route. E. Jones and M. Coffey. 

CIMA GRANDE DI LAVAREDO, Brandler-Hasse route. E. Jones and 
M. Coffey. 

SPAIN. D. M. Clarke, F. L. Jenkins and F. E. Smith visited the 
Sierra de Gredos in August, 1967. From a camp at the stream below the 
Rifugio Gredos they climbed Almanzor ( 2 599 m.) via the col behind 
Cuchillar del Guetre. The next day they completed the traverse of the 
Circo de Gredos by following the ridge from Arroyo de las Pozas to Risco 
del Morezon, the Hermanitos, Alto de Casquerazo, Cuchillar de las 
Navajas, and reaching the Portillo Bermeja by which they had descended 
from Almanzor the previous day. They also visited the summit of La 
Mira (2341 m.) from which they saw the ridge Los Galayos. After this, 
they went to the Pi cos de Europa which they approached from the north by 
Puente Poncebos and explored the route into the massif via Bulnes, 
eventually reaching the Rifugio Delgado Obeda. This approach is not 
recommended when load-carrying. The party retreated, motored round 
to Potes and Espinama, and established a camp near the one remaining 
lake at Los Pozos, by taking a land-rover up the track beyond the Parador 
de Aliva. A quicker route was later discovered by the teleferico from the 
Parador Fuente De which is now approached by a metalled road. The 
Obeda hut was reached in four hours over the Horcados Rojos, but bad 
weather and some difficulty in route-finding prevented an ascent of 
Naranjo in the limited time available. The party spent half a day 
climbing some indeterminate peaks and ridges to the west, and on the 
return to camp ascended the Torre de los Horcados Rojos. Subse
quently, they traversed Pico San Carlos, and Torre de Hoyo Oscuro 
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(possibly making a new route) and completed the horse-shoe by following 
the ridge running south and south-east above the Jou Oscuro to the 
Colladina de las Nieves. 

F. L. J ENKINS. 

NoRWAY 

Romsdal V alley 
S0NDRE TROLLTIND, North face direct. First ascent, J. Amatt and 

R. Baillie. August 23-26, 1967. Standard: E. D. (Approach Grade IV+, 
2500 ft.; Wall Grade VI, A4, 3000 ft.). A very fine steep route with 
fine situations; exposed but safe and the route-finding is straight
forward. On the vertical final wall, the difficulties are sustained and 
continuous. The party on the first ascent used the latest American 
techniques and equipment which resulted in a relatively rapid ascent. 
No pitons were left in place and no expansion bolts were necessary. 
However, the route would be impossible without skyhooks and rurps. 
Also special American pegs and up to 4 in. bongs must be carried. 
Bivouac ledges are very small and hammocks were carried. All water 
must be hauled on the final wall. (Article p. I, and illustrations nos. 
r- 4.) Technical description. Approach from Fiva farm. Up grass to 
the left of slabs. Traverse right under cliff and up left of the deep gully. 
Climb to the highest point of the snow and a roo ft. wall to the traverse 
line (2500 ft., Grade IV+). Traverse left and climb the prominent 
broken chimneys (300 ft. IV, V+). From the top, follow the obvious 
series of shallow grooves to the right of the big overhangs (r8o ft., A3) 
to a hanging stance below the overhanging chimney. Climb the chimney 
(6o ft. A4) skyhooks, 4-in. bongs, wide angles, very awkward to 
flakes and a small ledge (IV). (First bivouac ledge.) Traverse left for 
30ft. and climb into the deep groove below the large triangular overhang 
- 'The Roof' (120ft., VI, A4) sky hooks, sustained climbing. Hanging 
belay below' The Roof'. Turn the overhang on the left (25ft., Az) and 
climb the groove through the overhangs to a small ledge on left (zoo ft., 
A2, A3, V; hanging belay at roo ft.). (Second bivouac ledge.) Good 
cracks above ( Az) lead to a wide crack on the right wall of the chimney 
( roo ft., A3). Follow the groove (good bivouac ledge at roo ft.) and the 
continuation ( roo ft., A2) to small ledge. Turn the overhang on the left 
and climb a short corner ( r I o ft., V, Az ). Traverse left and climb via a 
bulge to ledges at the base of 'The Finger of Fate' ( 120 ft., V, A2). 
(Third bivouac behind flake.) Climb the chimney to the top of the flake 
and the short crack to a ledge on the left ( 120 ft., V). Up cracks to a 
hanging belay below the overhanging chimney (120ft., Az). Climb the 
chimney through the overhangs to a big ledge ( roo ft., V). The over
hanging chimney on the right ( 120 ft., Az, V). Traverse left to easy 
ground (III) and climb to the top by moving right to avoid difficulties 
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(I ooo ft., IV; very loose and dangerous). Climbing time on first ascent
fifty-five hours. Suggested bongware one 4-in., one 3-in., two 2!-in., 
four 2-in. (Rep. Amatt.) 

80NDRE TROLLTIND, North face and East ridge. J. Brown and T. W. 
Patey. 

TROLLTIND WALL, British route. This route, first climbed in rg6s 
by J. Amatt, A. Howard and W. Tweedale (A.J. 7I. g8), has now had 
three further ascents: P. Livesey and J. Stanger (July, I 967); the Swiss, 
C. Dalphin, R. Habersaat, M. Ebneter and J. Beetschen (July 25- 27, 
I967); and R. Holt and another (August, 1967). Dalphin commented 
that although difficult to compare with other routes on account of its 
different character, it was similar in difficulty to the great routes of the 
Dru and to the Walker, and similar in atmosphere to the Eigerwand, 
though without its ice problems. . 

TROLLTIND WALL, French direct route. First ascent, July 2I- August 
I o, I g67 by Claude Deck, Yves Boussard, J erome Brunet, Patrick 
Cordier and Jean Frehel. Standard: E.D.; completely artificial (seven
eight hundred pegs). Length: I I so m. The route lies between the 
Norwegian route on the left, and the British route on the right (Illustra
tion no. I). Fixed ropes were extensively used, with two main camps 
on the face. (Article: La Montagne et Alpinisme, February, Ig68.) 

MoNGEJURT, South face. First ascent, by B. Thompson, J. Stanger 
and D. Walsh, July 22-24, I967. Standard: E.D. Length 4000 ft . A 
mainly free climb on steep walls and slabs; the first artificial pitch near 
the bottom of the climb can almost certainly be avoided by starting more 
directly in the centre of the face, but artificial gear (including several thin 
pegs and wedges) would still be needed. Bivouac sites are frequent and 
good, except on the final section, but there is no water on the wall. 
Technical description: A line of grassy terraces leads from the left side of 
the face to the great central bay. Gain the terraces by a slope (zoo ft., 
V) and a crack (so ft., AI four wedges). Follow the terraces to a grey 
slab in the centre of the face, ( 6oo ft. ). Climb the slabs to the first large 
terrace (soo ft., IV- V). From the terrace a prominent grassy rake rises 
steeply to the right. Follow this to a black chimney (300ft., V). Climb 
the chimney (so ft., three pegs, V), then traverse the steep wall on the 
right to a small stance ( roo ft., V sup., one peg). Continue up to the right 
to a steep groove, which is climbed to a good ledge (I so ft., V). (First 
bivouac.) Climb the corner on the left (two pegs) then traverse down 
right, across the steep wall to the continuation of the grass rake (r 50 ft., 
V sup.). Follow the rake to slabby ledges (rso ft., IV- V). Climb easily 
for r oo ft. to the second large terrace. 1-,raverse easily to the left (zoo ft.) 
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until a difficult traverse (V sup.) can be made into a steep gully. Climb this 
to a fine ledge beneath a steep vegetated corner ( 200 ft., IV). Climb the 
corner and the chimney above to a large sloping ledge ( I20 ft., V). 
Easier climbing follows on a system of cracks and ledges (I soft., II- III). 
Climb a series of short grooves moving left, then back right to more 
grass ledges ( I30 ft., V sup.). Step down across the gully on the right. 
Easy scrambling leads to a short steep wall ( IO ft., V). From this, 
traverse left on slabs to a small bay beneath a large black roof (I so ft. ). 
Ascend easily right on broken rock to a grassy corner; step right, then up 
steep loose rock to a good ledge (I soft., IV sup.). Climb a steep groove 
(20ft., V) leading to easier ground and a huge ledge beneath a prominent 
black overhang. Fine bivouac site on left in a small cave. (Second 
bivouac.) From the bivouac make a difficult traverse left to a steep 
groove leading to a huge block (I30 ft., V sup.; one peg left in place to 
assist last man on traverse). Make ascending traverse right up a steep 
rake, then follow steep grass to small belay ledge (V sup., I30 ft.). 
Traverse right, then straight up to a steep grassy groove, which is climbed 
to a small bay (ISO ft., V- VI). Traverse right to a small overhanging 
groove (V), then along easier ledges and steep grass to a small bay 
(I3o ft.). Traverse right, then climb to the top of a pedestal (Izo ft., V). 
Climb a steep groove, and a very loose chimney to a huge detached 
flake ( I20 ft., V). The wall behind the flake is climbed direct to a slab by 
ledge, below the final yellow wall ( I30 ft., V+, VI). This final wall is 
climbed by cracks on the left to the roof (so ft., AI). Traverse beneath 
the roof (IS ft., AI) to a square-cut chimney which is climbed for I 5 ft. 
to the top (IV). (Rep. Thompson.) 

Isterdal Valley 
KoNGEN, East face direct. First ascent, August 7- I I, I 967. B. 

Thompson, Jon Teigland (Norway), J. Stanger and D. Walsh. Stan
dard: E.D. Length: 3500 ft., of which 400ft. artificial. Starting by easy
angled slabs, the route gradually steepens to the crux of the climb, which 
is a roof of more than 70 ft. horizontal, involving over I I o ft. of climbing 
and a stance in etriers at the end of it. A retreat from above the roof 
would be difficult and it would be better to go to the top even in bad 
conditions. A fast party of two would reach the fourth bivouac or the 
good ledges above it from the second bivouac, thus avoiding the bivouac 
in hammocks (there are no good bivouac sites between the second and 
fourth). The face is very much affected by bad weather. Every type of 
peg was used, but few were left in place; five bolts were used in the roof 
as the rock is poor. Water is available on most of the climb, except near 
the roof. Technical description: Start directly below the summit at the 
base of the slabs where they sweep into the scree. The easiest line is 
followed and the climbing is mainly Grade II and Ill until a band of 
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THE PEAKS OF l{ONGEN (RIGHT) AND BISPEN (LEFT) \VITH THEIR STEEP EAST FACES DROPPING 
INTO THE ISTERDAL VALLEY. TECHNICAL NOTE ON EAST FACE DIRECT OF KONGEN IS ON p. 104. 
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steeper slabs is reached. These are crossed in two rope lengths from 
right to left (V and IV) and then give way to more easy ground leading 
to grassy terraces below the steep wall which is topped by the great line 
of overhangs (About I zoo ft.; good bivouac sites and water). From the 
bivouac site, which is at the highest point which can be reached without 
difficulty, traverse right to a steep wall which is climbed for 50 ft. to a 
good ledge (IV). Move left and up an overhanging crack (one wedge, V) 
then up a rake slanting left to a ledge below a black wall. (This is below 
and to the left of two prominent overhangs below the main line of over
hangs.) Here there are two possible lines: 

(I) A wide crack in the corner between the black wall and the over
hangs. (This had been climbed by Jon Teigland and 0. Patterson 
earlier in August, but they had used a great variety ofbongs which we did 
not have. They also left bolts in place for abseiling when returning 
from their attempt); or 

(2) Follow a line of thin cracks for 200ft. all artificial, AI and A2, 
many knife blades and several stances in etriers. Follow the crack over 
small overhangs to a steep slab below a line of overhangs. Descend a few 
feet then traverse the steep wall on the right to a crack (the top of the 
crack at (I)). 

Follow the crack to the overhangs, then climb the wall on the right (V) 
to good ledges. There is a great sweep of slabs here and a fair bivouac 
site (second bivouac). Climb the slabs to the cracks leading to the big, 
black roof. Traverse left then straight up a steep crack for Ioo ft. (very 
loose, VI). Continue more easily up the crack until it steepens (belay). 
Here a traverse right was made for 20ft. (V, three pegs) into a bottomless 
corner where hammocks were slung for the third bivouac. Continue up 
the crack ( Az, bongs) until it is possible to traverse onto the black wall 
below the roof (very loose, V). Belay on a very narrow ledge on the wall. 
Climb the crack on the right side of the wall ( A2, bongs) to a small 
overhang with a bolt in place above it. Continue to the main roof (A2) 
then follow the crack between the roof and the wall (wedges, bongs, 
threads and three bolts) to the edge of the roof (A3). Climb a wide, rotten 
chimney for a few feet (A4) until a traverse left can be made (A3). 
Continue up the wall above the roof (knife blades, two bolts, A4), to a 
good crack where a stance can be made in etriers. (From the belay on the 
wall to the stance over the roof, I IO ft., seven hours.) Traverse left for 
40ft. (V and AI) to a small ledge (fourth bivouac, bolt in place). Con
tinue traversing up to the left across a steep slab (VI, one bolt, one peg). 
Up easier cracks for r 20 ft. to a short wall (V and Ar ). Climb the wall 
(V) to a good terrace. Descend an easy chimney to reach very good 
ledges to the right. Climb a beautiful wide chimney for 300ft. (IV and 
V) until the angle eases. Continue up much easier ground (II and Ill) 
for rooo ft. to the summit. (Rep. Thompson.) (Illustration no. 23). 
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